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Four levels of Galois connections are exhibited, starting with the classical one and going via 
concrete Galois connections to Galois adjunctions. 
Introduction 
About 1830 Galois discovered and investigated a connection, for a given field 
extension K-t L, between the collection of all subfields of L containing K and the 
collection of all automorphisms of L leaving K pointwise fixed. The formal proper- 
ties of this connection remain valid in more abstract settings. In 1940 Birkhoff [I] 
associated with any relation a connection, which he called a polarity. Generalizing 
this concept, Ore [ 131 introduced in 1944 Gafois connexions between partially 
ordered sets. These, as well as the polarities, have a contravariant form. Its 
covariant version was introduced in 1953 by Schmidt [18] under the name Galois 
connections of mixed type. Categorists observed that these connections are nothing 
else but adjoint situations between partially ordered sets, considered in the standard 
way as categories (see Mac Lane [ll]). Unfortunately most properties of Galois con- 
nections, in fact all of the interesting ones, are no longer valid in the realm of 
adjoint situations. Hence, for Calois connections, adjoint functors form an in- 
appropriate level of generality. 
The aim of this paper is to provide the following as suitable levels of generality: 
(a) concrete Galois connections (=Galois connections of the third kind), 
(b) Galois adjunctions (=Galois connections of the fourth kind). 
Virtually all interesting results about Galois connections remain valid for the con- 
cept (a), and a sufficient number for concept (b). Some parts of the theory of the 
latter concept were already introduced by Isbell [8] (mentioned in [7]) and Pumpliin 
[16]; we shall prove new relations completing the theory in some sense, and exhibit 
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several interesting examples. For instance, one consequence of our results is that if 
a Banach space has a reflexive dual of some ordinal degree, then the space is re- 
flexive, too (in fact, a more general result is obtained). 
We start by recalling the classical descriptions of Galois connections by Birkhoff 
and Ore in their covariant forms. 
1. Galois connections of the first kind (=polarities) 
1.1. Definition (Birkhoff [l]). Let e=(X,R, Y) be a relation between the sets X 
and Y. Denote by A resp. B the power sets of X resp. Y, ordered by inverse inclu- 
sion resp. by inclusion. Define maps G :A +B and F:B+A by G(a)=(yeY: 
VZCE a XQJJ} and F(b) = {XC X: Vy E b XQJJ}. Then (F, G) is called a Gafois connec- 
tion of the first kind. 
1.2. Proposition (Birkhoff [l]). Let (F, B) be a Galois connection of the first kind. 
Then with the above notation and with A*= FB and B*= GA the following hold: 
(0) G : A + B and F: B -+ A are monotone maps, 
(1) FbSa H bsGa for CZEA and bEB, 
(2) FGazza and blGFb for ae:A and bEB, 
(3) WU ai) = fI G&l and NJ bi) = n F(bi)v 
(4) GFG = G and FGF = F, 
(5) (GF)2 = GF and (FG)2 = FG, 
(6) A*=FGA={aeA: FGa=a} and B*=GFB={bEB: GFb=b}, 
(7) G and F restrict to order-isomorphisms G* : A* + B* and F* : B* -+ A*, in- 
verse to each other. 
2. Galois connections of the second kind 
2.1. Definition (Ore 1131, Schmidt [IS]). Let G : A + B and F: B + A be monotone 
functions between partially ordered classes. Then (F, G) is called a Galois connec- 
tion of the second kind provided the following equivalence holds: Fb 5 a H b 5 Ga. 
2.2. Proposition (Ore [13], Schmidt [18]). Let G : A --) B and F: B -+ A be mono- 
tone functions between partially ordered classes. Then the following conditions (1) 
and (2) are equivalent and imply the remaining ones, where A* = FB and B* = GA: 
(1) (F, G) is a Galois connection of the second kind, 
(2) FGa<a and bSGFb for CZEA and beB, 
(3) G preserves meets and F preserves joins, 
(4) GFG = G and FGF= F, 
(5) (GF)* = GF and (FG)* = FG, 
(6) A*=FGA={uEA: FGa=a} and B*=GFB=(bEB: GFb=b}, 
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(7) G and Frestrict to order isomorphisms G* : A* -+ B* and F* : B* -+ A*, inverse 
to each other. 
2.3. Proposition (Pickert [14]): If G : A -+ B is a function from a complete lattice 
A to a partially ordered class B, then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) G preserves meets, 
(2) there exists a (unique) map F: B + A such that (F, G) is a Galois connection 
of the second kind. 
2.4. Proposition (Ore [13]). For a Galois connection (F, G) of the second kind the 
following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) G is injective, 
(2) F is surjective. 
2.5. Proposition (Ore [ 131, Everett [3], Schmidt [18]). Let X and Y be sets, let 
A resp. B be the powersets of X resp. Y, ordered by inverse inclusion resp. by 
inclusion, and let G : A -+ B and F: B + A be functions. Then the following are 
equivalent : 
(1) (F, G) is a Galois connection of the first kind, 
(2) (F, G) is a Galois connection of the second kind. 
2.6. Remark. Since, up to order isomorphisms, powersets (ordered by inclusion or 
by inverse inclusion) are precisely the atomic complete Boolean algebras, Galois 
connections of the first kind are essentially Galois connections of the second kind 
between atomic complete Boolean algebras. 
3. Galois connections of the third kind (=concrete Galois connections) 
Let X be a category. Concrete categories over X are pairs (A, U) consisting of a 
category A and a forgetful (= underlying = faithful and amnestic) functor U: A -+ X 
(where U is called amnestic iff any A-isomorphism f is an A-identity provided Uf 
is an X-identity). By abuse of language we will not distinguish notationally between 
(A, U) and A as well as between A-morphisms f and their underlying X-morphisms 
Uf. In particular, instead of saying that for A-objects A and B and for an X-mor- 
phism f: UA ---* UB there exists a (necessarily unique) A-morphism g : A -+ B with 
Ug = f we will just say that “f: A -+ B is an A-morphism” etc. If U is not specified 
notationally, the underlying X-object of an A-object A is sometimes denoted by 
\A 1. A concrete functor G : (A, U) --t (B, V) between concrete categories over X is a 
functor G: A -+ B which commutes with the forgetful functors, i.e., satisfies the 
equation VG = U. Concrete functors G are completely determined by their be- 
haviour on objects. In particular with our above notational convention we have 
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G(A A B) = GA f, GB. For each concrete category (A, U) there exists a natural 
order relation on the class of A-objects, defined by: 
AIB # (UA= UB and idUA:A-,BEMorA). 
For any pair of concrete categories (A, U) and (B, V) over X there exists a natural 
order relation on the class of all concrete functors from (A, U) to (B, I’), defined by: 
FrG ++ VAEObA:FA<GA. 
3.1. Definition. Let G : A --f B and F: B + A be concrete functors between concrete 
categories A and B over X. Then (F, G) is called a Galois connection of the third 
kind (over X) provided the following equivalence holds 
f f 
FB - AEMorA # B - GAEMorB 
for AEObA, BEObB andfeMorX. 
3.2. Remark. If partially ordered classes are interpreted in the standard way as 
concrete categories over a category T having precisely one morphism, then Galois 
connections of the second kind are just Galois connections of the third kind over T. 
3.3. Proposition. (1) If (F, G) is a Galois connection of the third kind over X, then 
(GoP,FoP) is a Galois connection of the third kind over Xop. 
(2) If (F, G) and (g, 9) are Galois connections of the third kind over X and F 
and YJ have the same domain, then (Fog, $0 G) is a Galois connection of the third 
kind over X. 
(3) If H is a concrete isomorphism, then (HP’, H) is a Galois connection of the 
third kind. 
Hence, there is a duality theory for Galois connections of the third kind, and 
Galois connections of the third kind compose. In 3.8 we will show that Galois con- 
nections of the third kind can be decomposed into particularly simple ones. 
3.4. Theorem. Let G : A -+ B and F: B -+ A be concrete functors over X. Then the 
following conditions (l)-(4) are equivalent and imply the remaining ones, where A* 
(resp. B*) is the full subcategory of A (resp. B), whose objects are of the form FB 
with BE Ob B (resp. GA with A E Ob A): 
(1) (F, G) is a Galois connection of the third kind, 
(2) FG~iid, and id,< GF, 
(3) F is a left-adjoint of G and the G-universal maps are carried by X-identities 
idlBl : B + GFB, 
(4) G is a right adjoint of F and the F-couniversal maps are carried by X-identities 
idlAl:FGA-+A, 
(5) G preserves initial sources and F preserves final sinks, 
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(6) GFG = G and FGF= F, 
(7) (GF)2 = GF and (FG)2 = FG, 
(8) AEObA*e BA’EObA:A=FGA’eA=FGA, and BEObB*e BB’E 
ObB:B=GFB’u B=GFB, 
(9) G and F restrict to concrete isomorphism G* : A* + B* and F*: B* --t A*, 
inverse to each other. 
Proof. (1) * (2). By (1) FGA IA w GA IGA and BSGFB H FBIFB. Hence (2). 
(2)=,(l). FB~AAEMcKA~GFB~GAEM~~B-B-GFBJGAE 
M~~B*B~GAEM~~B*FB~FGAEM~~A*FB~FGA%AEMcu-A=, 
FB~AAMM~~A. Hence (1). 
(3) e (1) ++ (4). These are just reformulations. 
(1) * (5). Let (A A Ai)i,~ be an initial source in A and let B& GA be an X- 
morphism with B-L GA L GA E Mor B for each i E I. Then FB~A, E Mor A 
for each iel. 
Hence by initiality FB A A E Mor A. Thus B -% GA E Mor B. Consequently 
(GA -& GA)i,I is an initial source in B. That F preserves final sinks follows by 
duality. 
(2) =1 (6). Composing the first inequality of (2) with G on the left yields GFGI 
G. Composing the second inequality of (2) with G on the right yields GI GFG. 
Hence GFG = G. By duality FGF= F. 
(6) * (7), (6) * (8) and (6) * (9) are trivial. 
3.5. Remarks. It follows easily from the above properties (3) and (4) that if (F, G) 
and (F’, G) are Galois connections of the third kind, then F= F’, and if (F, G) and 
(F, G’) are Galois connections of the third kind, then G = G’. 
In some situations, property (5) also characterizes Galois connections of the third 
kind and the properties (3) and (4) may be weakened; see the following Theorem 
(compare Proposition 2.3 above, [22, Theorem 6.31 and [2, Theorem 2.61). 
3.6. Theorem. If G : A -+ B is a concrete functor over X and A is initially complete, 
then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) There exists some F such that (F, G) is a Galois connection of the third kind, 
(2) G has a concrete ieft adjoint, 
(3) G preserves initial sources. 
Proof. (1) * (2) follows immediately from Theorem 3.4. 
(2) * (3). Let F be a concrete left adjoint of G with G-universal maps VB : B -+ 
GFB and F-couniversal maps EA : FGA --f A. Then EFB 0 FqB = idFB for each B-object 
B. Hence each FqB is a section in A. Since F is concrete, each VB is a section in X. 
To show that UB : B--t GFB is an epimorphism in X as well, let GFB + X be a 
pair of X-morphisms with r”~B=sO~B. Let A be the indiscrete A-object with 
(A/ =X. Then FB + A is a pair of A-morphisms with Gro rfB = Gso VB. Since VB 
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is a G-universal map, this implies T=S. Hence each qe is an X-isomorphism. To 
show that this implies (3), let (A LAi)i,l be an initial source in A and let 
Bg’ GA be an X-morphism with B AGALGA;EMorB for each ill. In X 
consider the commutative diagram: 
78 
B - GFB 
g f,OPrlS 
GA - GAi 
A 
By the universal property of ve and the fact that all B -5 GA L GA; are B-mor- 
phisms, we conclude that all FB f;ogorle’, Ai are A-morphisms. Hence, by initiality, 
FB gOqi’b A is an A-morphism. Consequently 
g VB PrlS’ 
B-GA=B-GFB-GA 
is, as composite of B-morphisms, a B-morphism itself. Hence (GA -& GAi)i,l is 
an initial source in B. 
(3) =j (1). For each B-object B consider the initial lift in A (A AAi) of the 
A-structured source (/B 1 AA,), which consists of all B-morphisms of the form 
B L GA,. By (3), (GA L GA,) is an initial source in B. This immediately implies 
that B id’s’ - GA is a B-morphism, hence a G-universal map for B. Via Theorem 
3.4(3) this implies (1). 
3.7. Examples. (1) Conditions (1) and (2) of the above theorem are equivalent 
under rather mild constraints (e.g., if A has indiscrete objects, or if B has discrete 
objects, or if G is full). But they are not equivalent in general, as the following 
example demonstrates: 
Let X be the full subcategory of Set with the single object N. Let B be a concrete 
category over X with countably many objects B,, n E N, and with morphisms 
f: B, -+ B, those monotone maps f: N --f N which satisfy 
(a) f(n) i m and 
(b) f(n+p)=m+-p for eachprl. 
Let A be the object-full subcategory of B with those B-morphisms f: B, + B, 
which satisfy 
(c) f(n) = m. 
Let G : A + B be the canonical embedding and let F: B -+ A be the concrete func- 
tor, defined by FB,, = B,, +, . Then F is a concrete left adjoint for G with G-universal 
maps q,, : B, + GFB,,, defined by 
c,(k) = 
k, if km, 
k+l, if k>n, 
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and F-couniversal maps E, : FGB,, + B,,, defined by 
E,(k) = 
k, if ksn, 
k-l, if k>n. 
Since some of these maps (in fact all of them) are non-X-isomorphisms, the functor 
G has no concrete left adjoint with X-isomorphic G-universal maps. Hence there 
exists no F’ such that (F’, G) is a Galois connection of the third kind. 
(2) Also it may be worth noting that when F: B + A is a concrete left adjoint for 
a concrete functor G : A -+ B with X-isomorphic G-universal maps, then (F, G) need 
not be Galois connection of the third kind. This is shown by the following example: 
Let X be a category, consisting of a single object X and two morphisms id, and 
s with s2 = id,. Let A be the concrete category over X, consisting of two objects A,, 
and A, and the following morphisms: 
if i=j, 
if i#j. 
Then there exist precisely two concrete isomorphisms A --t A, namely G, defined by 
GA; = Ai, and F, defined by FA, = A, _i. As can be seen easily, G and F are 
naturally equivalent, both are concrete left adjoints of G, (G, G) is a Galois corre- 
spondence of the third kind, but (F, G) is not. 
The properties (6)-(9) of Theorem 3.4 can be easily modified to get further 
characterizations of Galois connections of the third kind. We shall formulate this 
in the next theorem. We recall that a full subcategory A of a concrete category B 
is called a reflective (resp. coreflective) modification of B iff the embedding functor 
G: A -tB has a concrete left (resp. right) adjoint F with the G-universal (resp. 
F-couniversal) maps being carried by X-identities. In view of Theorem 3.4 this is 
the case iff (F, G) (resp. (G,F)) is a Galois connection of the third kind. 
3.8. Theorem. Let G : A + B, F: B + A be concrete functors. The pair (F, G) is a 
Galois connection of the third kind iff there is a coreflective modification A* of A 
(A *z$ A), a reflective modification B* of B (B*%B) and a concrete isomor- 
phism A *A B* such that the following outer and inner squares commute: 
G 
A-B 
A* - B* 
H 
Proof. The sufficiency follows from the composing property of Galois connections 
of the third kind (Proposition 3.3(2)), from Proposition 3.3(3) and from the last 
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sentence preceding Theorem 3.8. For the necessity one can take for A*, B* the sub- 
categories from Theorem 3.4, R = GF, C= FG, H the restriction of G. That R is the 
required reflection follows directly from Theorem 3.4(2),(7) (similarly for C). 
3.9. Remarks. (1) The last result is very useful for applications. For instance, if 
(F, G) is a Galois connection of the third kind, then G is full (equivalently, G is 
injective on objects, hence a full embedding) iff F is surjective on objects, iff 
FG = 1,. 
The following result also follows easily from Theorem 3.8 (compare [2, Proposi- 
tions 4.1, 4.21): For a concrete endofunctor T: A + A there is a Galois connection 
(F, G) of the third kind with T= GF iff T2 = T and Tr 1, (i.e., T may be regarded 
as a coreflective modification). 
(2) The amnesticity of the forgetful functors is used only to get equalities in some 
of the above statements. The whole theory of Galois connections of the third kind 
remains true without amnesticity, with isomorphisms substituted for equalities in 
several places. Most examples of Galois connections of the third kind are of the 
amnestic type, but in some cases ‘non-amnestic’ situations occur: 
Take A = Unif, B to be the category having uniform spaces as objects and con- 
tinuous mappings as morphisms. The embedding G: A + B has a left adjoint 
F: B -rA and (F, G) is a ‘non-amnestic’ Galois connection of the third kind. 
Theorem 3.8 asserts that there is a coreflective full subcategory C of A which is a 
reflective full subcategory of B at the same time. Clearly, C is the category of 
topologically fine uniform spaces. This situation describes a general feature of the 
so-called refinements of categories (see, e.g., [21]). 
4. Galois connections of the fourth kind (=Galois adjunctions) 
Galois connections can be abstracted further, losing some results but retaining 
others. There is a more rigid and a more flexible version. Unlike the previous sec- 
tion, we develop the latter one (for reasons see Proposition 4.5 and the discussion 
around it). 
If not stated otherwise, let F: B + A and G : A + B be (covariant) functors. 
4.1. Definition. The pair (F,G) is called a Galois connection of the fourth kind 
provided there exists an adjunction (II, E) : F+ G such that VG and EF are isotrans- 
formations. 
We could omit in the definition one of the transformations ~JG, EG since if one 
of them is an isotransformation, then the other is too, as follows easily from the 
basic properties of adjoint situations (equivalently, one may require that F~J is an 
epitransformation or GE is a monotransformation, or G&F is an isotransformation, 
etc.), see e.g., [16]. 
Of course, if (F, G) is a Galois connection of the third kind, then (F, G) is a Galois 
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connection of the fourth kind. Before stating other examples, it may be convenient 
to prove the following basic and very useful characterization of Galois connections 
of the fourth kind, corresponding to Proposition 1.2(7), Proposition 2.2(7) and 
Theorem 3.8 (the necessity is Theorem 1.6 in [S]). 
4.2. Theorem. Let A* (resp. B*) be the full subcategory of A (resp. B) generated 
by F(B) (resp. G(A)). Then (4 G) is a Galois connection of the fourth kind iff A* 
is coreflective in A (A* % A), B* is reflective in B (B* % B), A* and B* are 
equivalent (A* % B*), and F is naturally isomorphic to EAF*R, G is naturally 
isomorphic to EB G *C. 
Proof. Let (F, G) be a Galois connection and define C= FG (range-restricted to 
A*), R = GF (range-restricted to B*), F* = F and G* = G restricted to A*, B*. The 
corresponding natural isotransformations are EF: E,F*R = FGF+ F, VG : G + 
GFG = E,G*C. The proof is straightforward. Also the inverse implication follows 
easily from the fact that adjoint situations can be composed and from the following 
claim: 
Let (p, I,V) : F,F, --I G2G, be the composition of (q~, u/J : F1 -I G1, (az, I,v~) : F2-- G,; 
if p2G2 and qq are isotransformations, then pG2G, is an isotransformation, too; if 
wIF, and w2 are isotransformations, then v/F,F2 is an isotransformation, too. 
The claim in the foregoing proof indicates that not all compositions of Galois 
connections are Galois connections again. That this is really so, follows from the 
next proposition (one must realize that there are adjoint pairs which are not Galois 
connections-see Examples 4.6). Before stating the assertion, look once more at the 
claim. It implies that the composition of two Galois connections is again a Galois 
connection provided either the first one is a coreflection or the second one is a 
reflection (here, one may regard reflections and coreflections as adjoints of isomor- 
phisms onto subcategories, not of just embeddings)-this assertion generalizes 
Theorem 1.8 from [8], where only monocoreflections and special Galois connections 
were used. 
Theorem 4.2 says in fact that every Galois connection is a composition of a full 
coreflection and of a full reflection. Of course, every full coreflection or reflection 
is a Galois connection, but there are many examples of non-full idempotent co- 
reflections and reflections, which are Galois connections (for examples and an inves- 
tigation of idempotent non-full reflections and coreflections, see e.g., [21]). 
4.3. Proposition. For each adjoint situation (I?, E) : F-i G there exists a full reflec- 
tion (R, I) and a full coreflection (J, C) with (F, G) = (RJ, CI). 
Proof. Define a category C in the following way (cf. [4]): take the disjoint union 
of A and B, add for any A-object A and for any B-object B morphism sets 
horn, (B, A) = hom,(FB, A), horn&A, B) = 0, 
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make the morphism sets disjoint and define composition in the obvious way. Then 
the embedding I: A--t C has a left adjoint R : C--f A with restriction R le = F and 
R(B-$A)=FB-ftA; and the embedding J:B +C has a right adjoint C:C+B 
with restriction C IA = G and C(B-ft A) = B-% GFB cf, GA. It follows easily 
that C,R satisfy the requested conditions. 
In the case where contravariant functors are investigated (as was Isbell’s ap- 
proach), the situation depends on whether we take the adjunctions on the right or 
on the left. If in our situation we take the contravariant functors Fop : BoP --, A, 
GOP : A + Bop, we get the situation on the left (i.e., the adjunctions are GoPoFoP + 
InUP, Fop 0 GOP --+ lA) and the decomposition of left Galois connections in Theorem 
4.2 is made of coreflections. Similarly, the decomposition of right Galois connec- 
tions is made of reflections only (that is the case when one takes FOP: B +AoP, 
G,, : AoP + B so that the adjunction maps are la -+ G,, o FOP, lAop -+ FOP0 GOP). 
4.4. Remark. Very often it is better to mean by a Galois connection not a pair 
(F, G) but just one functor, say F, since G is then determined up to natural isomor- 
phism. Conversely, all such functors F for a given G are naturally isomorphic. The 
question, whether in the conglomerate of all such equivalent Galois connections 
(F, G) there is some special one, is shown to be connected with the question, which 
Galois connections we get if we take in Definition 4.1 identities for ~zG and EF 
instead of isomorphisms. Look at the diagram 
+TiTiF, 
B I B” t--------t B’ 
-% sn 
where the left square is that from Theorem 4.2 and the other is made of skeletons 
A’, B’ of A*, B*, resp. (JA, Jn are embeddings, S,, Sn are the retractions, G’, G’ are 
the restrictions of G,F, resp., hence isofunctors). Define 6=EBJBG’SAC, P= 
EA J*F’&R. Since natural isomorphisms p : l,, -+ JASA, cc) : ln*-, JBSs can be 
chosen to be identities on A’, B’, resp., for the natural transformations f = 
EBoR:ls+e, 5=EA~C:I%-tl, one has (&5):F+c:(A,B), qG=lc, EI’=l,: 
(and Z? d are naturally isomorphic to F, G resp.). Thus we have shown: 
4.5. Proposition. For every Galois connection of the fourth kind, (F, G), there is 
a Galois connection of the fourth kind (F, e) with adjunctions (ii, El) such that p, d 
are naturally isomorphic to F, G, resp., and t$ (or &) consists of identities. 
We might thus restrict the consideration to the more rigid and formally simpler 
case when the corresponding isomorphisms are identities. Since most examples are 
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not of this form, it is difficult to decide, which approach is better. Anyway, both 
approaches are equivalent. 
4.6. Examples. (1) The genuine free objects form adjoint situations which are 
usually not Galois, e.g., the free group functor Set --, Gr, the free locally convex 
space functor Top + LCS, the free compact space functor p: Set -+ TopCorn,,, the 
tensor ring functor Ab -+ Ring, etc. Not even restrictions of these functors form a 
Galois connection. 
(2) The internal contravariant horn-functors are usually not Galois; of course, we 
consider only those horn-functors having adjoints (on the right). 
Hom(-,X) : SetoP + Set is Galois iff IX/ 5 1. 
Hom(-, X) : GroP -+ Gr is Galois iff X= (0). 
Hom(-, X) : TopoP --f Top (endowed with a convenient topology) is Galois iff (XI I 1. 
Hom(-,X) : BanoP + Ban is Galois iff X= (0). 
There are important restrictions of these horn-functors which are Galois: 
Hom(-, R/Z), Lot Comp AboP --f Lot Comp Ab (Pontryagin), 
Hom(-, 2) : Boo1 AlgoP + Boo Space (Stone), 
Hom(-, C): Ban RefloP -+ Ban Refl, 
Hom(-, R) : TopoP + Ring Comut,,i, ([7]), 
Hom(-, C) : Top CornpoP --t Ban Alg,,, (Gelfand). 
With the exception of the fourth one, the above examples give more than Galois 
connection, namely they yield dualities (for generalizations, see e.g., [15]). 
(3) The internal covariant functors having a left adjoint may be Galois in some 
nontrivial cases. 
Hom(X, -) : Set -+ Set is Galois iff 1x1 I 1. 
Hom(X, -) : Gr --f Gr is Galois e.g., for X=;2, or X=Z. 
Hom(X, -) : Top --f Top for a locally compact T2-space X is Galois iff (X 1 I 1. 
Isbell proved [8, Theorem 1.7.11 (see also [16]) that if qGF or FtyG or GFq is an 
isotransformation, then (F,G) is a Galois connection of the fourth kind and he 
asserts that one can proceed further to the other finite compositions (qGFGF, etc.) 
by induction; details were “omitted because of notation problems”. We shall try to 
simplify the notation, proceed even to infinite compositions and to weaken the 
above assertion to a local form. The result we obtain is closely connected to the 
known assertion that if the nth dual of a Banach space is reflexive, then the Banach 
space itself is reflexive. 
If H: K + K is an endofunctor, one may form H2, H3, etc., H” for IZ E o, but 
HW may have no natural meaning. In the case there is a natural transformation 








- **. . 
If K is cocomplete (in fact, cocompleteness with respect to sequences suffices), then 
we may denote by HO the colimit of the above diagram; then Ho+” = H”Hw, H2w 
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is the colimit of the diagram 
rlHW 
HW - H W+l s H wt2 qHUt2, . ..) 
etc. In the above diagram there is no serious reason to take just qH, vH2, etc., we 
could take as well Hq, Ht, etc., and get another H”. 
4.7. Definition. A (right) prolongation of lK --% H is a left-continuous functor YC 
on the ordered category Ord of all ordinals or Ord, of all ordinals less than a given 
ordinal a, into (covariant) endofunctors of K and their natural transformation such 
that 
x(O) = 1x7 
z@(/?, p + 1) = H”qz@( p- n) for p E Ord (or Ord,) and some n E CO. 
We shall use these definitions for our case of the adjoint situation (q, E) : F-i G 
to get right prolongations of q and left prolongations of E. Following the known 
terminology, one may call the class {ti(/3)(K)},, the orbit of K along H. 
An object K is said to be reflexive of order a (or (a,/?)) with respect to 2 if 
ti(a,a+ l)K (or &!(a,P)K, resp.) is an isomorphism. 
For Theorem 4.10 we need the following two observations: 
4.8. Lemma. If q : 1K -+ H, X is a retract of Y in K, and qy is an isomorphism, 
then qx is an isomorphism, too. 
Proof. The lemma follows from the commutative diagram 
rp 
XCY 
I w I 
rlX I I lY HfP 
HXBHY 
HV 
4.9. Lemma. In our situation ((q,~) : F+ G, H= GF) each %(a+ 1,p) is a co- 
retraction. 
Proof. By induction on p > cr+ 1: If /3 is a limit ordinal, then the corresponding 
retraction to %(a + 1, p) is the limit of the retractions to X(a + 1, r), a + 1~ y < /3. 
If /? - 1 is limit, then the retraction z@( p)X+ .???‘(a + 1)X is the morphism from the 
commutative diagram 
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If p- 1 is isolated, then the retraction .X’(p) +.~%(a + 1) is the composition of the 
retractions Z( /I) --) ti( p - 1) -+ %(a + l), where the retraction X(p) + N( p - 1) 
has one of the forms (GF)“-‘. GcF(GF)~, (GF)“GEF(GF)~-‘, depending on 
whether n or k is positive in .X(/3- 1) = (GF)“q(GF)k. 
4.10. Theorem. For the adjoint situation (17, E) : F-i G : (A, B) and an object BE B 
the following conditions are equivalent: 
(1) B is reflexive of order 1 along some (or any) prolongation of q, 
(2) B is refexive of some order (a,/?), 
(3) there is an ordinal (Y, m E w, 0~ k< n I m, such that 
(GF)“-k~(GF)“+k B = (GF)“-“ty(GF)“+“B. 
Proof. Clearly, (1) * (2) and (1) * (3). Suppose now that (2) is true. If fi>a+ 1 
then &(a,~)B=3?(a+l,~)Bo~(a,a+l)B and, hence, .H(a+1,/3)B is an epi- 
morphism and, being a coretraction (Lemma 4.9), it is an isomorphism. Hence 
also &?(a; a+ l)B is an isomorphism. Assume that %(a, (Y + l)B has the form 
(GF)“qX for n >O. Since (GF)“qX and (GF)“-‘qGFX are both coretractions for 
(GF)“-‘GEFX, if (GF)“z;lX is an isomorphism, then (GF)“-‘qGFX is an isomor- 
phism, too, and hence, ti(cr, a+ l)B= qS(a)B. Now, Lemma 4.8 implies that 
uGFB is an isomorphism, thus (1) holds. 
Suppose now that (3) holds. Because of the uniqueness of the existence of 
certain morphisms in adjoint situations, (3) implies (GF)n-kq(GF)n+k+m-nB= 
v(GF)~+~ B, which entails that v(GF)~+~ B is an isomorphism. Using again 
Lemma 4.8 we get the isomorphism of qGFB. 
Two prolongations Xi, .X2 of lx 5 H are said to be of different type at /3 if in 
Definition 4.7 the numbers n EO for X1,&$ differ. 
4.11. Corollary. The following conditions for the adjoint situation (u,E) are 
equivalent : 
(1) (F, G) is a Galois connection; 
(2) for any (or some) prolongation Yt? of 1;1, &(a, /I) is an isotransformation for 
some (and then any) a > 0 and /3 > a; 
(3) for any (or some) prolongation X7 of ?I and any object B of B, X(cz, j3)B is 
an isomorphism for some (and then any) a > 0 and /I > a; 
(4) any two prolongations of u with the same domain, having at least three ele- 
ments, coincide; 
(5) for any object B of B there is an ordinal a> 0 such that ~%,(a, a + 1) B = 
J&(a, a + l)B for some (and then any) prolongations X,,,Xz of in of different type 
at a. 
4.12. Remarks. (1). In (5) of Corollary 4.11, one cannot say just “for different 
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prolongations” since it may happen that x1(w) = &(o) (then S1(w, o + 1) = 
S+$(co, LI) + 1) = q~%‘~(co)) although all the ~%‘~(n, n + I), %$(n, n + 1) differ (n > 0). 
(2) Also, one cannot generalize (5) to the condition that ~?~(a, p) =.%$(a, p) for 
some a, P (e.g., GFqoq=qGFoq). It is possible to find a congruence describing 
when ye((a, p) = ~@~(a, p) and then to use it for a generalization of (5). 
(3) Theorem 4.10 entails that if (q, E) is not Galois then the category B (and 
similarly for A) must contain the full tree of morphisms composed of components 
of q, qGF and GFq, q(GF)’ and GFqGF and (GF)2~, v(GF)~ and . . . . 
(4) If (F, G) is a Galois connection of the fourth kind, then every object has (up 
to isomorphism) an at most two-object orbit. Theorem 4.10 indicates that the con- 
verse assertion is likely to be true. We shall prove that it is really so (Theorem 4.14) 
but Example 4.13(5) shows that one must be a little bit careful. 
4.13. Examples. (1) Let K be a category of locally convex spaces over K (where 
K= IR or K= C) and of continuous linear maps. Denote by F: K + K the internal 
horn-functor FX= Hom(X, K) endowed with the topology of uniform convergence 
on bounded sets. The images FX are sometimes denoted by X’ or X* and called the 
(strong) dual of X. In the case that the natural map q : X-t FFX is continuous 
(e.g., when X is infrabarelled), we may use our theory. Theorem 4.10 asserts that 
if an ath dual of X is reflexive (a>O) or semireflexive (i.e., the canonical map 
X@+ X(a)+2 is bijective) then X:X”, etc., are reflexive, too. Thus, in the case 
that X is a complete Mackey space, it is also reflexive. It is known and follows 
trivially from our consideration that the reflexivity of X implies the reflexivity of 
X’, X”, etc. Hence in some sense, our results generalize and unify a general look at 
reflexivity which is sometimes proved differently for different spaces in books on 
functional analysis (see e.g., [lo, 171). 
It should be mentioned that James’s example [9], of a Banach nonreflexive space 
which is isomorphic to its second dual, can also be used to show that an orbit of 
X may consist of just one object without X being reflexive (see Example (5) below). 
(2) Let K be the category of topological abelian groups and continuous homo- 
morphisms and F: K + K be defined by FX= Hom(X, T), where T is the group of 
the reals modulo the integers (i.e., the unit circle); FX is endowed with the compact- 
open topology. By the Pontryagin duality, every locally compact abelian group is 
reflexive of order 0. There are non-locally compact abelian groups which are re- 
flexive of order 1 (for instance every group with only trivial characters is, clearly, 
reflexive of order 1) or even of order 0 (see e.g., [21]). 
(3) The situation from the last example can be generalized to non-commutative 
groups but it is not easy to describe the functors in that case. The functor F cannot 
be an endofunctor, it is a contravariant functor from Top Gr into a category of cer- 
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tain algebraic structures (F may be regarded as an enlarged horn-functor) and G is 
the horn-functor Hom(-, C) with a specially defined group structure and topology 
on the values making them topological groups. Then, as in (2), it is possible to show 
that locally compact groups are reflexive of order 0 and there are other groups re- 
flexive or order 0 or 1. Starting with compact groups X one may take for FX Krein 
algebras or Hopf algebras or Fourier algebras (in the first case one obtains the 
so-called Krein-Tannaka duality). For details, see e.g., [6,19]. 
(4) Let A = Top, B = Ban Alg,,,, F=Hom(-, C): B-A (with the weak top- 
ology), G = Homb(-, C) (bounded maps). Then F, G are adjoint on the right and 
(F, G) is Galois. An object of A is reflexive of order 0 iff it is compact Hausdorff, 
and the objects of B reflexive of order 0 are just B*-algebras (with involution). This 
is in fact the Gelfand duality. 
(5) Let A be the category of pointed infinite sets and B the category of infinite 
sets. The functor G : A --f B is the forgetful functor, F: B -+ A adds the distinguished 
point (i.e., FX=XU (P), where p$X and p is the distinguished point of XV(p) 
in A). Then F is a left adjoint of G, q x : X-t GFX is the embedding of X onto its 
copy in XU (p). Clearly, all (GF)“X with a countable ordinal a are isomorphic to 
X in Set; thus every object X has a one-object orbit along every prolongation of 
u with domain Ord,, . Of course, (F, G) is not Galois. 
4.14. Proposition. Let F, G be adjoint functors and B be cocomplete. An object B 
of B is reflexive of order 0 or 1 iff its orbit along a prolongation of q : 1, --f GF 
with the domain Ord consists of at most two non-isomorphic objects. 
Proof. Let Z’ be a prolongation of q with a domain Ord,, where K is bigger than 
the cardinality of Hom(FGB, FGB). Assume there are isomorphisms fp : FGB-t 
H(P)B for every p > 0. Then there are isolated ordinals 1< p< y< 6 such that 
~-‘~~(y,6)of,=~-‘o_Ye(~,G)~fp. Consequently, ;;Ce(y,6)of,=ti(p,@o~, which 
equals&(y,6)oti(/?,Y)ofp. SinceZ(y,6) is a monomorphism, we have&?(p,y)o 
fp =fp and, hence Z(p, y) is an isomorphism. Theorem 4.10(2) now completes the 
proof. 
In fact, we have proved more: If the orbit of B along some large enough prolonga- 
tion of q is stable starting from some ordinal, then B is reflexive of order at most 1. 
Thus, in a cocomplete category B, an object B is either reflexive of order at most 
1 or its orbit has a proper class of non-isomorphic objects (more precisely, for every 
object there is at most a set of indices (x such that the object is isomorphic to 
Z(a)B); of course, one takes prolongations defined on Ord. 
4.15. Corollary. Let A,B be concrete categories over a category X with small 
fibers, B be cocomplete or A be complete. Then every pair of adjoint concrete jiinc- 
tors forms a Galois connection of the fourth kind. 
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This last result demonstrates how difficult it is to provide natural examples of 
adjoint situations for concrete functors which are not Galois connections. 
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